
~ n t  when the d ifferen¢e between the temperatures of the two extremi- 
t ~  was increased. 

1;',r ~i~ht differences of temperature, M. Yorselmann de Heer fo~nd~ 
..a.m, ~Ynerimentin~ oa A~h.mony, the current going from th warm to 
the cold metal. The opposite dtrectmn, which r found for the Antrato~y 
(A), cannot be explained by  any slight elevation of temperature which 
might have been communicated from the heated end to the point of junc- 
t i ~  with the copper; mr " easy to see that such a warming would haY.e 
Dta~!uced a ure~isely opposite e~ct.  But it is very possible that M. Vgt- 
r~:~'Z....~ ao ~leer may have experimented with bars thermo-electric~l~ 
~oro'~t'~aeousr---a ,very excusable inadvertence, since the connexion be- 
~te~n~Ll~e thermo-eleetric force and the direction of the current, relative 
~ i t ~  plane of crystallization, was not then known. 

~ ~ismuth (B) I found, as did the experimenters who have made 
the e~eriment before me, that the current passed from the warm metaI 
~ t h e  ~old. The opposite direction which I have observed for Bismuth 
(~k) cannot either be explained by any slight elevation of temperature, 
which might have been communicated from the heated end to its point 
of junction with the copper, since an opposite e~lhct would thus have 
been produced.~Comptes Ren&ts de l'Jlcad, des 3ci., /l~g. 19, !850. 

For the Journal of the Franldin Institute. 

h'crew Propellers. 

Cannot the Institute throw some real practical light on this subject, viz: 
What is the best ibrm of propeller? Should it have 6, 4, 3, or 2 blades? 
Which is the best angle? Should they he run at high or low speed? 
There are at least a dozen different patents, but none of them settle the~ 
points. What proportion should the propelling surface of the propeller 
bear to the immersed midship section of the vessel? At present, scarcely 
any two propellers are built alike; constant changes are made without 
aFparenlly affecting the result. Are they nil right, or all wrong? H. 

English and .~1mexican Steamship Buildi~g.--Ocean a~avigation.-- The 
Cunard and Collies Lines.*" 

Sir,--The publication of certain facts and drawings, in Nos. 1398 and 
1408. relative to the rival steam-ships of the Canard and Collins' Tray, s- 
atlantic Lines, induce me to address you as heretofore, under the same 
signature, which, though anonymous, shall, I trust, be supported by fac~s 
and figures sufficient to neutralize that disadvantage. 

AndI may state my reasons for this course. I do not wish to make your 
parses a vehicle for personal renown or professional advancement. I shall 
r~idly adhere to the truth, to the best of my belief, and utterly repudi~.te 
any personal allusions or antipathies. I should prefer to remain urr- 
known; hut I authorize you to give up my name to any one who, in your 
judgment, may require it for proper purpases. 

* From.the London Meehtuai¢~' Magazine, for September, 1850. 
4* 
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The subject or my remarks, and to which I earnestly desh'e to draw 
the attention of yot~r readers, of the public, and particularly of Eng!ish 
engineers, is the merits arid demerits of tile two systems of engir~eermg 
adopted in the ~essels of the Canard line, which have been built and 
manufactured in this country; and in those of Collins' line, the production 
of our brethren in tile United States. Both are excellent in their way,  
and each, in the absence of the otller, would have l~een--indeed has been 
--considered perii.'etion; but competition, and a very proper and hmdable 
rivalry, has strewn wMeh of them it is best mid most desirable to adopt 
in extending Atlantic steam navigalion. 

They have shown this lo a eerlain extent, but no more. Neilher of 
these lines of sleanlers (as it respects lheir maehineJy) have developed 
the highest state elf engineerinv knowledge now and tbr some time past 
existing in this country, lhll,ilia/i~g as it may be to British engineers 
lo adcnowledg;~ thai th( T arc b(,al~,u, although I)y their next of kin, it is 
lolerably certain lh',Jt we ,,hall have I~, make that admission; and .v°ur in- 
telligent eorr,slmlldcnt in N¢~. ].,.),~, prq)hesi¢'s ibis: to lhe be>,t of my 
belief this will be so, has been so, and it is capable of very eas 2 proof 
why it should be. so. 

But, that it could l~ot have been oiherwise, I ulter]y deny. I assert, 
that means are: known to us l~y whieh both {hese systems (and 't}~ev ditik, r 
hilt in small de~re.e) may be hnmeasurably exeell~,d, at a much cheaper 
ouila)', di,ni,~ishcd cost t'c~r rqmirs, I)olh in engines and ships: a:~d a Lr 
.more etIicieI~t r(,.sl,lt ill a]l re:<pecls; and that this is not only prac~ieable~ 
but has re,ill) l~cc(:me :m acknowledged tilet~ it shall be my object to 
establish. 

Steam engines ;~re of varl,ms eonsh'uctions and mechanical a:'ran~'e- 
ments;--iH/,'/,w/?/(,, they are as left {o us by lhe immortal \V;~tt. Modern 
necessiti,5; :m~l iu~<a~ily have introduced many deviations from l~is; plans, 
and, ;,s mi@t lm ~xp~'cied iiom extended practice and experienc% with 
good result, adr. \Vatt left us tile "beam" or "side-lever" engine--  
excellent in its way, and suitable to his time (it has many votaries even 
now); olhcrs have introduced the "direct engine; ~' others, tubular boilers 
in place of./6~ boilers; others, feathering or eccentric paddle wheels, in 
iieu of liar, common radial wheel. 

Cunard's vesseb; possess none of these improvements;--they have beam 
engines, flue boilers, and radial paddle wheels. 

Collins' vessels have beam engines and radial paddle "wheels; but tile 
boilers are partly tulmlar, and al~one are the ca~sc o f  their su/)eriority ore," 
~heir com])et[lors. This has heen so ably shown by your correspondent 
already qnoted, in No. 1:.198, page d02, that I do not think it eitt~er 
necessary or ,iust to occupy your space wilh fimher proof than to observe, 
that the great evaporative power of the boilers, and the extended grate 
surface, (a capacity to consume fi~el with economy,) must be conclusive 
to the mimls of all prolbssional men, and that all other things being the 
same, we must s,meumb. We must "go-ahead" again by merely avail- 
ing ourselves ~1 the means we possess, and we assuredly shall be lrium- 
phant in a superlalive degree. 

This is matler of grave import for the consideration of those Mmse 
peeunia U interests are connected with the Canard line of steamers; it is 
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still more of importance to another great and flourishing Compan.y~ 
whom I shall speak hereafter, but whose infatuation and error ~s s 
utterly unaccountable, when we reflect that they ought to he--must be-- 
ful]y aware of the great advantages they might have seeured by a mot 
able and discrinainating course, which, if taken, would have been th 
means of' placing them at the head of the steam navigation of the world 
It will be their ill-fbrtune to see the great mistake they have made in th 
spring of' 1850. 

It must be evident to all men that small space occupied by steam machine 
ry on board ship, and its minimum weight, compatible with strength am 
etlieieney, must be that which is Io he desired. All modern improvemen 
has tended to this end; indeed, diminished weight of machinery is reall, 
1)ower, tbr thereb.y you dee,'ease the immersion of your ship, lessen he 
resistance, and increase her velocity, with a greater capability to earr, 
her cargo and make a voyage remunerative, without additional outla 5 
in fuel. 

To do this to the greatest extent, there can be no doubt that we mus: 
adopt oscilla&Tg' or vibra~',i~g" deam en:o'iaes, tubular or other improved 
boil,,ws, aml eccentric paddle wheels. 

I have ~h'eady remarked, that Cunard's vessels are fitted with the ordi. 
nary main ]ever engines, common flue boilers, and radial paddle wheels; 
the workmanship of the whole is excellent--in fact, it is a splendid piece 
of meehanism, and, of its kind, perfect. It has also been noticed, that 
Collins' vessels difibr only in the construction of the boilers, which are 
partly tubular; and this, l}:ough but a small instahnent of our knowledge, 
is still su[tieient to establish a superiority, and therefore powerfully sup- 
ports the position I have taken, and shall now proceed to make evident 
and patent to your readers. 

The subject may be divided into the three portions already stated; 
namely, engines, boilers, and paddle wheels, and these I will take 
seri~,,!im. 

I. /?e~zJ~,. e~g'&e~ are the most ponderous of all constructions now extant. 
I have belbre me a list of about 150 pairs of these machines, which, with 
common tlue boilers and water, radial paddle wheels, and coal boxes, 
average about 23 ewls. per nominal horse power. The weights may be 
taken as follows, in deci,nal parts of a ton, and may be useful to many of 
your readers: 

E n / i n e s  alone, ~ '515 
]'a~ld!c W hr,~qs, '09g 
}ioiler aml Appara tus ,  "310 
Wate r  in dirt.o, . "207 
Coal l}unkers,  '031 = 1'15.5, 

or just 23 cwts. per nominal horse power, i believe this to be an average 
weight of' beam engines, &c., as detailed; bill, it" report be true, the ma- 
chinery of file CunaM steamers weighs even still more; it is said to be 1000 
tons! which, fbr S00 horses power, is just 2,3 ewts. per nominal horse! 

The superiority of Collins' vessels does not arise fi'om lighter machine- 
!T, but from tile greatly enlarged evaporative power of the boilers, without 
increase either in weight or space. 

Beam engines are very expensive to manufacture. Oscillating engines, 
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at ~ per horse, (boilers and paddle wheels being the same,) is a more 
lucrative order than beam engines at .£50 per horse, which will appear 
evident when we compare the quantity of material in the two kinds of 
engines;--they are more expensive in repairs, use more oil and tallow 
from the number of the parts, are subject to transverse strains, requiring 
an enormously strong and heavy bed-plate to counteract the pressure u ~  
on the main gudgeon, which has to resist double the force of the steam 
upon the piston. 

It is also dangerous to work beam engines under heavy pressures of 
steam, unless the motive parts are made more than usually heavy and 
strong--generally 2.~ times the nominal power is the usual practice. I 
know one or two instances where three times has been obtained, but acci- 
dents have resulted, to which they will always be liable; but make the 
connexions as strong and heavy as )ou please, these engines can never 
contend in this respect with the direct or oscillating engine. 

The space occupied in the ship is also of paramount importar}ee. Beam 
engines of 800 horses power will require not less than 35 to 36 feet in 
the most important part of the vessel. Oscillating en~nes of the same 
nominal horses power will have ample room in 14 or 15 feet, and they 
require less than one-half the timber foundation or "sleepers" to erect 
them upon. 

The oscillating engine is self-contained; all its strains are direct--not 
doubled (as in the main gudgeons of beam engines); a great number of 

parts are banished, and simplicity in its integrity duly obtained: the centre 
of gravity of the whole is lower, and therefore tending to increase the 
stability of the ship; the wear and tear is less, aml, when requiring repair, 
the cost is small l}om the few working parts. It may be made to bear 
almost any pressure by a slight increase in the crank shafts and piston rods. 
It goes at once to its work, which it does with vigour and certitude--in- 
dicator diagrams fully proving a proper effect for every atom of steam that 
is used. 

And, lastly, the welgh,t of the oscillating, engine is just one-half that of 
the beam engine. Apair of oscillating engmes, properly constructed, (for 
we have quacks in engineering as well as in medicine,) will weigh no 
more than one beam engine. 

Taking an average of upwards of 3000 horses power which I have de- 
signed, the engines alone weigh just "253 of a ton per nominal horse, or 
say 5 cwt. only. 

Here, then, is a great secret, not so fully known as it should be; and 
I shall be amply rewarded if I succeed in convincing those of its truth 
who are so deeply and pecuniarily interested in this question. 

It may be as well to insert here the weight of oscillating engines, tubular 
boilers, and mechanical wheels, which are as follows:- 

Oscillating engines, ~'253 
Patent Paddle Wheels, . . . .  "110 
Tubular Boilers, having 16 square fe~ of absorbent sur- 

face per horse power and apparatffs, . .215 
Water in the Boilers, "100 
Coal Boxes, "030 

"708 
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or just 14 cwt. per nominal horse! and this is not supposition, but what 
the writer has done with 3000 horses power, and what has been (lone by 
Penn for several years past in some of the finest of our men-of-war. The 
Retribution may be quoted, as one instance of the advantages to be ob- 
tained. 

ti. Tubular boilers have suffered much in reputation by being made too 
contracted in the water-ways, the tubes too dose together, and the plates 

• .stron~ to resist the increasod ressure used in them. The not sufficlentl~ ° s ace " ~ p " Y 
save both in weight and p.  , and are now designed quite free from the 
general objections made to them; they are not more expensive in fuel when 
a due proportion exists between the absorbent surface and the surface of 
• ~e,,,~tes. and I know no reason why they should not be as durable asthe 
ordina~y flue boiler; they perhaps require more attention in blowing off, 
and keeping free from salt and earthy incrustation--that is all. 

But the great saving is in the oscillating engine. If tubular boilers are 
objected to, we can have recourse to double tier flue boilers~ which may 
be made with very slightly-increased weight and dimensions. The follow- 
ing Table will show the great improvements of late years in this branch 
of marine engineering:-- 

Years made in. 

1818 to 1840 

1840 to 1850 

1840 to 1850 

Per  Nominal  Horse. 

Ordinary single flue boiler 
an average of 107 boil- 
ers, • . . 

Double tier flue boilers, 
an average of 20 boil-J 
e r s ~  • • • 

Tubula r  boilers as hitherto ! 
made,  . 

Contents of 
Boiler in 

Cub. Feet. 

20"75 

14-60 

9"25 

Contents of 
Steam 

Chests. 

1"75 

1'90 

2"00 

Tota l  
Contents. 

22"50 

16"5{I 

11'25 

A tea o~ the 
Base of 
Boiler. 

2"750 

1"290 

I"083 

Therefore, making an allowance for the proper enlargement of tabular 
boilers for the purposes of ocean navigation, there wilt not be found any 
important preference over the double tier flue boiler. 

III. Eccentric or feathering paddle wheels possess very important quali- 
ties; and although I adhere rigidly to the general opinions many years 
since expressed in print upon these wheels, as then constructed, they are 
now so much improved in manufacture and design as to have become 
commercially useful• They are nearly double the weight of common 
radial wheels, quite double the cost, and, so far as my experience goes, 
still give very great trouble and labor to repair. But for ships of variable 
draught, accustomed to contend with heavy seas, and also as conducive 
to the comfort of the passengers and crew, they are invalt~able, and far 
beyond their extra cost; therefore I recommend their use for Atlantic na- 
vigation. 

In a former part of this paper I referred to the Royal ~,Iail Company 
(West India) who have lately entered into contracts to extend their fleet 
by the addition of five superb ships of upwards of 3000 tons displacement, 
having beams of 39 feet, and 270 feet long, drawing 19"6 when fully laden. 

I have already expressed''my deep regret that this Company should 
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have contracted (with one exception) for the obsolete beam engine--flue 
boilers--and feathering or eccentric wheels. This they will assuredly re- 
gret; but having, I trust, fhlly shown the advantages to be derived from 
another course, I will devote'the remainder of this paper to show what 
the Company will attain, and what they might have possessed with a less 
outlay--how they might have secured the greatest perfection, and how 
they have left open an opportunity for a vigorous and successful opposi- 
tion to their earnest and sincere desires to uphold the permanency of their 
enterprize. 

They have contracted for engines of 750 nominal horses power; now, 
as I have already stated that beam engines at £50 per horse is not so 
lucrative an order as oscillating engines at ,£,40 per horse, hence they 
might have saved, 

750 horses, at £50 per horse, £37,500 
750 " £40 " £30,000 

or £7,500 upon each pair of engines, or in the five ships no less a sum 
than £37,500, or just the cost of one pair of beam engines! 

I need not say that the interest upon this amount is of some importance; 
or state the value of this sum as the nucleus of an insurance fund, and 
which this Company have hitherto found the use of in a more than usual 
degree. But the most important consideration will be the increased ve- 
locities of these ships, had they been fitted with machinery of the most 
improved and efficient kind. 

I have already noted that their new ships are to have beams of 39 feet, 
and when laden and fully equipped for sea on starting from Southampton, 
are expected to draw 19 feet 6 inches of water. 

The area of the immersed midship section will therefore be about 670 
square feet. 

We will also allow that the indicator power will be 2{ times the nominal 
power, a very full proportion forbeam engines to work safely under (un- 
less they are made more than usually strong in the motive parts, as before 
explained.) We therefore have 750 × "2"5= 1875 horses power. 

It is well known by engineers that the power required to propel ships 
is as the cubes of the velocities, and from an extended experience, I assert 
that the mechanical result may be represented by the factor 800, and it 
will be perfectly correct to take the area of the midship section (in each 
ease) as the exponent of the resistance of the ship. Therefore the velocity 
will be 

3~, 1875 × 800 
= 13"08 miles per hour. 

67O 

This is, with beam engines of 23 cwt. per nominal horse power, or a 
total weight of 862"5 tons complete. 

I have already shown that oscillating engines may be made to weigh 
but 14 cwt. per horse, and to exert three times the nominal power, with- 
out the slightest increase in the parts, and when so strengthened (an inex- 
pensive process) may be extended to 3~ times the nominal power. There- 
fore 750 x 14 cwt.=525 tons, or a savingupon the beam engine of 337.5, 
tons dead weight!! 

The power of the oscillating engine will be 750 × 3~.2250 horses, and 
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snpposing the 337"5 tons on board in the shape of CaRGo (paying a heavy 
freight), the velocity would be 

~2250 × 8OO 
13"90 miles per hour, 670 

an increase of 0'82 mile per hour by the superior power of the oscillating 
engine alone. 

But this comparison is faulty, because we have not accounted for the 
decreased weight of 337-5 tons. 

From the magnitude of these ships, each inch of their immersion will 
be equal to about 20 tons. Therefore 

337.5 
---- 16'875 inches 

20 

decrease in the draft, so that the area of the midship section will be re- 
duced by the lighter but more efficient machinery, from 670 to 614 feet; 
and using the same formula we shall have 

3~'2250 × 800 
----14"31 miles per hour, 614 

or an excess over the beam engine of (14-31 --13"08)~ 1"23 miles per 
hour. 

I take from an original prospectus of the Royal Mail Company the 
route out and home at 10,500 statute miles, and though perhaps not ab- 
solutely correct, it will answer my purpose for an illustration of the ad- 
vantages to be derived from improved machinery. 

The beam engine will produce a velocity of 13.08 miles per hour--the 
oscillating engine, 14-13 miles (all things being the same). Therefore, 
this service would be performed by the former in 33¼ days, and by the 
latter in 30~: days; and this saving of three days would be accompanied 
by the insurance fund of 37,500/. ! 

On the other hand, presuming that a cargo of 337.5 tons were taken 
on board, the voyage could be completed in 31¼ days,-,-, a savin~ of two 

t " ¢ v days, and he freight of the 337 tons of merchandise, which I leave others 
to set a value upon. 

Applying these views and arguments to the Cunard's line of steamers, 
it is certain that if an average passage is now 11 days, it would become 
one of 9~ or 10 days at the most. 

I may, perhaps, not be fully understood by your general readers; but I 
recommend this paper to the careful consideration of the profession, and 
to that of the oowerful companies interested in the matter here discussed 
You, Sir, know I have no trade-interest in what I write--I am not "look" 
ing.for a job --but do not wish to see the day when our pre-eminence as 
engineers can be called into question. 

It would be a curious finale, if our brethren in America (far-seeing as 
they are) were to adopt the improvements now suggested. I believe that 
will be the roSult; and if they do, our boasted performances, as they now 
exist in ocean steam navigation will be entirely eclipsed. 

I am, sir, yours~ &% 
PRESSURE, NOT PUFF. 
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Translated for the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

On t]se Distillation ~f .Mercury by Overheated Steam. .By M. ¥10LETTE. 

The new process for the distillation of mercu consists in plunging the 
mass to be distilled into a current of steam over~rheated to the temperature 
of 350 ° to 400 ° Cent. (662 ° to 75~ ° Fahr.) The vapor acts both as a 
calorific and a mechanical agent; it, in the first place, heats the metal, so 
as to excite distillation, and then drives before it, and draws over the mer- 
curial vapors, whose renewal it also facilitates; it hastens the distillation, 
as a current of hot air facilitates the evaporation of water; the steam charged 
with mercurial vapors are condensed together in a common refi'igerant; 
the metal separates and sinks to the bottom of the vessel, while the con- 
densed water flows out at the top. It is a rather curious thing to observe 
the liquid stream which flows fl'om the refrigerant; two currents or streams 
may he distinguished, the upper one water, and below it tile mercury; it 
is a continual current of each substance. No concussions are produ'eed, 
and the operation goes on as tranquilly and easily as in the case of the 
distillation of common water. 

The apparatus which served me in all my experiments was composed, 
first, of a cylindrical cast iron retort, which receives the recipient which 
contains the mercury; second, of a wrought iron worm in the upper part 
of the furnace which heats it. The steam circulates in the worm, is there 
heated to the proper degree, enters the retort, traverses it t?om one extre- 
mity to the other, passing over the surface of the mercury, and escapes 
with the mercm'ial vapors, to condense with the water and the mercury 
in the refrigerant. 

In a series of tables, the author gives the results which he obtained in 
a series of experiments on the distillation of mercury alone or amalga- 
mated; he imlicates the quantities of steam necessary, and exhibits the 
economical advantages, which he sums up as ibllows, viz: 

1. Facility of the Operation.~The boiling and distillation of water arc 
substituted for the dit~icutt and dangerous boiling and distillation of mer- 
cury; no more trouble in the management of the fire, no more danger of" 
breaking the apparatus, no more difficuhy in getting out the metal, no 
more notable destruction of the retort; a constant and determined tempera- 
ture, much lower than the red-heat usually employed. 

52. Economy of Labor. 3- single laborer may manage a distillatory ap- 
parat.us charged with 1000 kilogrammes of amalgam--the new process 
permits the largest dimensions. 

3. Economy ~" Fuel.~This is certain, and practice alone can determine 
the amount. There will be no useless excess of fuel expended, since the 
apparatus will not be heated beyond the temperature necessary for the 
distillation of the metal. 

4. Economy of~lercury.--The distillation of 100 parts of the amalgam 
of silver determines a loss of 2 parts of mercury. There are annually pro- 
duced and distilled 6,000,000 kilogrammes of the silver amalgam; this is 
then a loss of 120,000 kilogrammes of mercury, worth at least 1,000,000 
f?ancs, ($'200,000,) which this new process permits us to avoid. 

5. Public SalubHty.~In the new process there is no loss of mercury: 
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the mercurial vapors are extinguished in the steam, and are condensed 
with it; moreover, in the common mode, the mercurial vapor still fillsthe 
whole apparatus, when this is opened at the end of the operation, and 
spreads into the air, while, in this latter method, the steam sweeps out all 
the metallic vapor from the apparatus, and the opening of it is without 
danger. The guarantee is thus complete, and the employment of over- 
heated steam appears to have solved the problem which has been long 
sought after, to preserve completely the workmen from the mortal attacks 
of the mercury in the numerous and important branches of industry in 
which the distillation of this metal is required.--Comptes 1Icarus de 
l'.qcad, des Sci., Oct. 14, 1850. 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

On Vertical and Radial Paddle Wheels. 

The last four numbers of the Journal have contained several articles 
from Mr. Isherwood, one of the Chief Engineers of the U. S. Navy, advo- 
cating strongly the great advantages which, he contends, verticalp, addle 
wheels have over the ordinary radial paddle, and a reply to Mr. I. s first 
article by "M."  who takes the opposite side of the question, and the one 
most generally received in England, where the wheel of Morgan is best 
known and understood. Without entering into any discussion as to the 
merits of the two wheels, and willing to leave the matter in the hands of 
those whose interest it is to have the best--the commercial community-- 
I propose to examine some of the calculations and assertions of Mr. I., 
and see if they are worth as much as he would wish them to pass current 
tbr, and in his last article insists we shall take them at. 

Mr. I. compares two vessels of 600 and 900 tons, and, without know- 
ing the pressure on the piston, assumes it to be the same in each, because 
the pressure in the boiler was the same, and from his own reasoning 
claims two per cent. advantage for the vertical paddle. To prove his 
authority fbr this assumption, he states that it is a well known fact, that 
with wide throttles the initial steam pressure in the cylinder is from 1~ 
to ~ lbs. less than in the boiler. Now, grant all this, what means has he 
of knowing what it was in these two steamers? He assumes the mean, 
(2 lbs.) and yet where ishis authority for so doing? In one steamer it might 
have been 14 and in the other 2.~ lbs. less than in the boiler, and the 
extreme difference may as well have existed in these steamers as in any 
others. Again, his 17 Ibs. is composed of pressure and vacuum, the last 
of which he has also assumed to be the same. Now, it is well known to 
every practical engineer, that not only do steamers that are similar varv 
in their vacuum, but vessels of the same dimensions in every respect will 
often vary a pound: nay, more, when there are two engines in the same 
vessel, the vacuum is better in one engine than in the other, and they 
oftener differ than a~ee. In proof of this, I have the experience of many 
good endneers, bestdes my own observation on many steamers But still 
further, m all cases that have fallen under my own observatmn, where a 
steamer has had two engines unconnected with each other, (except that 
both obtained their steam from the same boiler~) one of the engines, with- 
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